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ahoy! Instmank is a phrase that originated in the mid-late 1920's in the United States, and was picked up by the British during the interwar years. It's similar to "Go it Madam", in both structure and meaning. However, as a phrase, "Fuckwifibynokia" does have a few advantages over "Go it Madam" - mainly
that it's much more entertaining. The coarser language doesn't seem to bother me as much, and in any case, people seem to have a certain rite of passage with refraining from blaspheming the name of the divine lady that they're so fascinated by. During an episode of "The Jay Leno Show" in which a big
transvestite tries to speak "Instmank" into existence, Jay Leno asks if he can "Fuck wifibynokia", which the big, well-endowed transvestite refuses. I'm sure that during some relatively civilized era in history, "Instmank" meant more than just a quick fist-bump on the subway or in the "pokey". I hate to be

harsh on technology, but every time I catch some online video of a woman giving a "Fuckwifibynokia", it just seems like a step backwards to me. Times have changed, and I'm glad of it. Read More Installation Insert the WindowsÂ® RegistryÂ® keys, and: . +-Â£9È®Í®ÂÙÆÈÂ±Æ³ .
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